
Product Information and Instructions
Green Label Exterior Wood Filler

______
BRUMMER

Description
Brummer Green Label is a unique ready mixed top quality
natural product for filling small holes and splits in exterior
timber. It is ideal for window frames, garden furniture,
cladding, caravans and stonework, it is waterproof and
impervious to sea water so may be used on boats above
and below the water line.

Available in fifteen natural wood shades. Adheres to bare
wood, nails, screws, plaster, iron and stonework. May be
drilled and sanded just like the wood itself and can be
used under nearly all types of decorative finish, including
paint and varnish.

The product has been tried and tested for over eighty
years by wood craftsmen and is used by nearly all the
leading double glazing, conservatory and garden furniture
manufacturers.

Technical Information
A fluid paste made from only the best materials available
in a wide range of popular wood shades. Flammable with
a flash point of 25 degrees Centigrade.

Preparation
Ensure that the area to be filled is clean, dry and free from
any particles of dust or grease which may prevent the
filler adhering properly.

Application
Green Label may be used and applied in a similar way to
Yellow Label but it is slightly more fluid and when using on
outdoor furniture or woodwork it is important to wipe away
any excess immediately to avoid possible discolouration
of the surrounding surfaces. Using a clean palette knife or
similar utensil, apply the stopping firmly to the hole or
crack to be filled. Allow to dry for at least an hour,
preferably longer, and sandpaper off any surplus. The
filler must be allowed to dry fully and set hard before
painting or varnishing otherwise the paint may crack or
blister.

Normally only one application is necessary but fairly deep
cracks should be filled in layers, allowing each one to dry
before applying the next. For larger areas such as knot
holes, plug with a piece of wood, glue into place and then
fill with Brummer. For major repairs where sections of
timber need to be replaced or built up, we recommend our
Two Part Filler which may be shaped and carved to
replace joints, edges and corners.

Brummer can be mixed with most stains or dyes to match
more unusual wood colours. Using a clean flat surface
scoop out a little of the filler and add the stain gradually to
achieve the desired colour.

The filler may appear a shade darker before use but will
lighten when dry. It is advisable to use a shade of
Brummer close to the colour you require and then add
stain for a perfect match. When set the filler may be
painted or finished like the surrounding wood and will
accept most types of fixings.

Always try a sample area first
Test a sample by mixing with a small of stain and allow to
dry. Coat with varnish or lacquer so you can check the
colour match before final application. The filler will not be
the same density as the wood itself and may absorb
stains and dyes at a different rate. When using a stain or
dye it is only possible to darken or redden the colour of
the Brummer, not to lighten it. However you can also mix
different shades of Brummer together to achieve different
colours and lighten it by mixing with white.

After correct application the filler will flex slightly with the
natural movement of the wood and should not crack or
split.

To achieve a really natural effect, use a fine artist’s brush
and colours to apply light feathery strokes, giving a
natural grain effect. This is also useful when filling a small
hole or blemish in a piece of wood that is already finished.
Apply the filler carefully, using your finger or flexible
plastic spatula, being careful not to scratch the
surrounding area and remove any surplus immediately.
Allow to dry and finish the area to blend with the
surrounding wood.

If the product has stiffened a little in the tin, add a little
cellulose lacquer to soften and make it pliable and easier
to apply.

A selection of  uses in the home include exterior windows,
doors, conservatories, metal down pipes and gutters,
cladding, garden furniture and stonework. Professional
uses include exterior joinery, decking, sign making,
caravan manufacturing, boat construction and repair.

Storage
Store in a cool dry atmosphere, not subject to extremes of
temperature. Always replace the lid and keep the
container tightly closed, and the product should remain
useable for at least 18 months.
STORE AWAY FROM CHILDREN AND PETS.

Packaging
Available in small (225g) medium (625g) and
large (2.25 kg) tins
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